Welcome to The Rabbit Hole!

Brought to you by the Plandemic Team - Learn More Here: www.PlandemicSeries.com

THIS IS YOUR INVITATION TO KEEP AN OPEN MIND

“Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it.” - Gautama Buddha

↓↓↓ Dive in! ↓↓↓
FEATURED EXPERTS

Dr. Judy Mikovits PHD
VIROLOGIST, MEDICAL RESEARCHER, WHISTLEBLOWER
https://drjudymikovits.com/
https://twitter.com/DrJudyAMikovits

To watch her second interview: Click Here

The Silencing of Dr. Judy Mikovits: Jason Goodman w/ Dr. Judy Mikovits, Kent Heckenlively & Larry Klayman

Censored interviews with Christina Aguayo
Former AIDS Scientist Judy Mikovits PhD SLAMS Dr. Anthony Fauci & Deborah Birx EXPOSES Medical Corruption
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wTdtunpybTH6/

Judy A. Mikovits PhD TRUTH About Anthony Fauci, 2nd Round Of Coronavirus and Flu Vaccine Plan To Oust President Donald Trump
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XrIE9zIjptCc/

Dr. Judy Mikovits PhD Drops The Hammer On FAKE NEWS, EXPOSES Fauci & Proves Corruption
https://www.bitchute.com/video/NW0CaD8v3ITn/

Judy Mikovits PhD REVEALS EXPLOSIVE Info About CANCER, VACCINES, ANIMAL VIRUSES, & CORRUPTION
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wvrREBJXs53u/

The Link Between Human Retroviruses and Chronic Disease
Dr. Mercola Interviews Judy Mikovits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCY1LlzLXew&t=808s
Responding to criticism surrounding my viral Plandemic documentary

David E. Martin, PhD
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYST, FOUNDER OF IQ100 INDEX (NYSE)
https://www.davidmartin.world/
Creation of a Pandemic & COVID-19 Anti-Trust Argument
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiHZwDqmZK8
Conspiracy Crimes of The CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Lkrkv1R0fs
Dr David E. Martin Exposes Anthony Fauci & the CDC for Domestic Terrorism Under the Patriotic Act
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiI5laLWaXs

Dr. Rashid Buttar PHD
MEDICAL DIRECTOR, CENTERS FOR ADVANCED MEDICINE
https://www.drbuttar.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DrRashidAButtar
https://www.instagram.com/drbuttar
https://twitter.com/drbuttar
https://www.advancedmedicine.com/

To watch the full interview: Click Here
For All References: Click Here

Censorship: Full Disclosure from 'INSIDE' Dr Rashid A Buttar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvSPKdRPJzw

Video playlists:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2hxY8hJhxEn8evfuV4r3GdgV9Kx9s1HJ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2hxY8hJhxEn-k1LSJLVuaQlJiYQ764kG
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2hxY8hJhxEmISgL2KNaE26FUiKROQu2y
The SHOCKING REVELATION the Media won't talk about
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oCbNSyre_Q

Flu Vaccine Actually Increases Your Risk of Infecting Others by 6-Fold or 600%
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x96OmW5Vw28

We Have Undercover Footage The Media DON'T Want This Out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuPbhfRC928

Dr Rashid Buttar DROPS Knowledge Bombs IMPORTANT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU2eBGmgaM8

Dr. Rashid Buttar Hosts A Doctor's Covid-19 Roundtable

The Coronavirus Agenda - What the mainstream media doesn't want you to know

Dr. Aaron Lewis
HUMANITARIAN, RESEARCHER & EDUCATOR
https://familyofgodct.org/

Article on Amazing Information: Click Here

Curtis Cost
AUTHOR OF VACCINES ARE DANGEROUS
https://vaccinesaredangerous.blogspot.com/
http://www.vaccinesaredangerous.com/

Zach Vorhies
GOOGLE WHISTLEBLOWER & ENGINEER
https://www.zachvorhies.com/
https://twitter.com/perpetualmaniac
Google “Machine Learning Fairness” Whistleblower Goes Public, says: “burden lifted off of my soul”

Google’s Power to Shift Elections—Zachary Vorhies, Greg Coppola and Dr. Robert Epstein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buYS1biprSs&t=195s

Interview with Google Senior Software Engineer, Zach Vorhies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cC_mBru78F4&t=41s

Kent Heckenlively
ATTORNEY, SCIENCE TEACHER & AUTHOR
https://www.ageofautism.com/legal/

Kent Heckenlively – World’s #1 Anti-Vaxxer?
By Kent Heckenlively, JD
https://bolenreport.com/kent-heckenlively-worlds-1-anti-vaxxer/

Plague of Corruption with Co-Author Kent Heckenlively, JD
TotalHealth Magazine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eoy3wKXg_x8

Kent Heckenlively - Co-authored the Controversial Book "Plague of Corruption" w/ Dr. Judy Mikovits
The Eric Metaxas Radio Show
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwNvlrx4vl8

Kent Heckenlively, US 'anti-vaxxer', denied Australian visa

Prof. John Oller
RESEARCHER IN THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL BIOSEMIOTICS
http://www.johnoller.com/
Coronavirus Pt 1: How Soon We Forget – Same Playbook, Different Virus
https://vaxxter.com/same-play-book-different-virus/

Coronavirus Pt 2 – The Dangerous 2005 PREP Act

Coronavirus Pt 3 – Testing: What are we doing? What does it mean?

Coronavirus Pt 4: Masks Don’t Protect

Coronavirus Pt 5: The Ohio HCQ Boomerang

Dr. Tenpenny: This is The Biggest Scam Ever Perpetrated on The Human Race
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_9bQ_Ri9p0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/n2V56MkOFDD6/

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny - How The Coronavirus Pandemic Is The Biggest Scam Ever Perpetrated On The Human Race
London Real

Face masks are not effective against COVID-19: How masks are being used to control the population.

Vaccines 101 | Dr. Sherri Tenpenny
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDg7CUh53ys

Dr. Tenpenny vaccine expert investigated 12,000 hours and 11 years. Have you done that?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL3VbtaCH3M
DNA, Vaccines, and Transhumanism
https://vaxxter.com/dna_vaccines_transhumanism/

Dr. George Zabrecky
PHYSICIAN, MEDICAL EDUCATOR & RESEARCHER
http://drgeorgezabrecky.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GeorgeZabrecky

Prof. Dolores J. Cahill Ph.D.
MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST & IMMUNOLOGIST
https://dolorescahill.com/pages/experience

https://www.facebook.com/HighWireTalk/videos/vb.409037702805561/551012122274478/?type=2&theater

Debunking the COVID-19 Narrative with Prof. Dolores Cahill
Censored interview with Computing Forever
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Avc6_ftzk3w/

Censored interview of Prof. Dolores J. Cahill by Del Bigtree on The Highwire
https://www.bitchute.com/video/btbLZBcEWelT/

Why coronavirus lockdown is killing more people than it’s saving

Dr. Pamela Popper
PRESIDENT WELLNESS FORUM HEALTH
https://drpampopper.com/
https://wellnessforumhealth.com/
https://makeamericansfreeagain.com/
https://www.facebook.com/drampopper/
https://twitter.com/PamPopper

COVID Misinformation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=105e0hRkV9Q

Consequences of the Lockdown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibo7fnyq6_g
COVID-19: The Models Are Wrong
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCNQnEVfesE

COVID Nonsense and Lockdown Stories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycTC0YlG1HQ

Making Sense of the Coronavirus Data
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=modKe1XeFL4

Fake Data And What's Coming (This is Really Frightening)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGbf-xHELKc

Dr. Jeff Barke
BOARD CERTIFIED PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN
https://www.rxforliberty.com

UNREAL: Orange County Doctor Breaks His Silence on COVID-19
Dr. Jeff Barke on Fleccas Talks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4ir6np7iCE

The Real Reason for the High Cost of Healthcare In California | Jeff Barke
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EboDZyLCXE

Dr. Jeff Barke: “What If Quarantining The Healthy Doesn’t Actually Save Lives?”

Dr. Jeff Barke Criticizes COVID-19 Response at California Protest [VIDEO]

Andrew Cuomo Made A Huge Mistake
Dr. Jeff Barke on Fleccas Talks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97LEH_j6cwo&list=PLWINInpe-HRT0y2oleXzWuDtVDK04V0Lu&index=7

Prof. Luc Montagnier
NOBEL LAUREATE, MEDICAL RESEARCHER & VIROLOGIST

**David J. Follin**
ATTORNEY FOR DR. MIKOVITS
https://www.davidfollin.com/

**Erin Elizabeth**
AUTHOR, PUBLIC SPEAKER AND WINNER OF 2017 TRUTH IN JOURNALISM AWARD
https://www.healthnutnews.com/about/

**Meryl Nass, M.D.**
PHYSICIAN, RESEARCHER, WRITER
https://ahrp.org/meryl-nass-m-d/

**Hon. Jamel C. Holley**
NJ STATE REPRESENTATIVE
https://www.njleg.state.nj.us/members/BIO.asp?Leg=374

**Denis Rancourt Ph.D**
FORMER PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/D_Rancourt

**Dr. Colin Gonsalves**
SENIOR COUNSEL, SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
https://hrln.org/page/dr-colin-gonsalves

**Travis Middleton**
LEGAL RESEARCHER & MARTIAL ARTIST
https://www.vaxxfreedom.org/
Mary Holland
VICE CHAIR & GENERAL COUNSEL, CHILDREN’S HEALTH DEFENCE

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/

Peggy Hall
EDUCATOR & ACTIVISTS
www.TheHealthyAmerican.org

Kevin Jenkins
CEO OF URBAN GLOBAL HEALTH ALLIANCE
https://www.urbanglobalhealthalliance.com/

Theo Wilson
ACTIVIST, JOURNALIST, SPEAKER

FILM SOURCES
Introduction

Featuring Event 201
https://centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
Part 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm1-DnxRiPM
Part 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkGNvWflCNM
Part 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWRmlumcN_s
Part 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBuP40H4TkO
Part 5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_FAiNSd58
Highlights Reel - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174&t=607s

Judy

Judy's Full Interview
Judy's Documentation

David Martin

Patents
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/9dda0e3b0/59pve6dj-w4myqunf-qh6b3bx9-4k9gu3ep

https://patents.justia.com/patent/20060240530
https://patents.justia.com/patent/7556957
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/e9b6876f0/fur9hpcm-5mw7ivwg-xd848jsv-wngfaqxe
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/3bdbe47570/ra5csj2s-3rvj96ae-qf3bgqxh-e5xzgyuf
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/295/5564/2325.full
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/391c4bcf0/xgevqmu-pafdustd-bebz3ynw-5x85pkwb
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/a778859b0/zkiu69pp-gshr2tun-jie4g2fd-4ktamsbj
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6178078/
Origin

Featuring Meryl Nass

http://whale.to/vaccine/anthrax_epizootic.html
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/391c4b6c0/xgevrgmu-pafdustd-bebz3ynw-5x85pkwb
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/534a4c060/gribm4ug-778aefug-xgrgjsa7-ux9j44h3
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/two-doctors-explain-why-covid-19-was-likely-lab-experiment
https://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/3866562/posts
https://www.whatsorb.com/community/covid-19-had-a-lab-origin-the-case-building
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAMhCxHc51E&feature=emb_title

Google

Google: The Ministry of Truth
By Computing Forever

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abORAPMM4IY

Fact Checkers

Snopes
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/02f951c60/7ceq5pas-r5qh3awx-4rcreyhm-ssavktjn
https://blackpilled.com/2017/01/leaked-snopes-divorce-papers/

Judy Arrest Documents

Who Will Fact Check the Fact Checkers?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtirKL_XmGg

Facebook’s COVID-19 ‘Fact Checker’ Once Worked At Wuhan P4 Biolab; Labeling Articles on COVID-19 Originating in Wuhan P4 Lab as ‘False Info’

Facebook Fact-Checker Who "Debunked" Wuhan Lab as Source of Coronavirus, Worked at Lab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUfcoHW87I

Ben Swann Destroys Fact-checkers Who Didn't "Fact Check" His "Flagged" Reports
Fact checking the Plandemic fact checker doctors on Youtube, by Unknown Savage:

Plandemic Critic Doctor Gets Brain Checked - & it's NOT Pretty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGK5gpn6k&t=1s

Another Plandemic Debunker Exposed!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxUUbJ-oTM

Doctor Gets DEBUNKED after trying to fact check Plandemic - PART 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMoXjir7jCA&t=3s

Doctor Gets DEBUNKED after trying to fact check Plandemic - PART 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4JeQx3SXnM

CDC

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/examining-rfk-jrs-claim-cdc-owns-over-20-vaccine-patents

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/cdc-who/

976 Swine Flu
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4PquE1hZY9GF/

The murky past of Redfield, CDC boss, endorsed by Anthony Fauci

Too Little, Too Late? India Stands Up to the CDC

“For some reason, the US CDC was secretly funding research on a highly dangerous weapons-grade biological pathogen at an under-qualified research facility in India.”


1994 Surat Plague – A Forgotten Case Of Bioterrorism

“Indian defense establishment believes the 1994 Surat Plague is a case of bioterrorism. Numerous media outlets at the time reported the involvement of American Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). It was suspected that the germ with an extra protein ring was developed by a CDC lab in Almaty, Kazakhstan.”


MEDIA/PROPAGANDA

WHO Cares What Celebrities Think – #PropagandaWatch

TRUTH: Seasonal FLU TWICE as Deadly as Coronavirus?
Ben Swann:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohO8eAwi_po&list=PLVvf_cChoCZb2Vn0X2lb02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=2&t=0s

New CDC and WHO Study Proves "No Evidence" Face Masks Prevent Virus
Ben Swann:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iy_7a8GNN4Q
One on One w/Dr. Judy Mikovits: Truth about her Arrest and the One Issue Media can't "Debunk"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFAOICUs8mY

Scenarios
A World At Risk
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/eed2e2a50/9qcv83y2-ushdsgdr-9tw4iswy-aqnvuj9j

Clade X
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/events/2018_clade_x_exercise/

Lock Step
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/7fa325560/9v6awq5v-7iv82r3s-cy24ty8e-2rt2kac5

Event 201 Website
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/

WHO
https://thefederalist.com/tag/tedros-adhanom-ghebreyesus/
https://www.theafricareport.com/5655/ethiopias-old-guard-hangs-on-as-new-guard-rises/
https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/search/Results.aspx?perpetrator=2127
BIG PHARMA/ROCKEFELLER

Rockefeller Medicine
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-286-rockefeller-medicine/

The Unauthorized Biography of David Rockefeller
https://www.corbettreport.com/rockefeller/

OPERATION LOCK-STEP – The Sinister Agenda behind Covid-19

Post Lockdown – The Rockefeller Game Plan Part 1
Post Lockdown – The Rockefeller Game Plan Part 2

From France:
How the pharmaceutical industry sold its soul… Act I
http://www.francesoir.fr/societe-sante/comment-lindustrie-pharmaceutique-vendu-son-ame-pour-comprendre-la-crise-du
Act II
http://www.francesoir.fr/societe-sante/comment-lindustrie-pharmaceutique-vendu-son-ame-acte-ii
Act III
http://www.francesoir.fr/societe-sante/comment-lindustrie-pharmaceutique-vendu-son-ame-acte-iii

Big Pharma Lobbying
https://www.alternet.org/2016/07/big-pharma-bribes-doctors-sell-drugs/
BILL GATES

Bill Gates Deep Dive
https://www.corbettreport.com/gates/

Bill Gates’s Charity Paradox
A Nation investigation illustrates the moral hazards surrounding the Gates Foundation’s $50 billion charitable enterprise.

Bill Gates’ Web Of Dark Money And Influence – Part 1: Philanthropic Narrative Shaping
Part 2: The COVID-19 Operation
Part 3: Health Surveillance, Event 201 and the Rockefeller Connection

Why We Must #ExposeBillGates
https://www.corbettreport.com/exposebillgates/

Mutant Strains Of Polio Vaccine Now Cause More Paralysis Than Wild Polio

Could this COVID-19 ‘health passport’ be the future of travel and events?

Bill Gates Calls for a “Digital Certificate” to Identify Who Received COVID-19 Vaccine
H.R. 6666: $100 Billion Dollar Contact Tracing Bill About Controlling/Tracking Population
Ben Swann:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36EdTXY2nUs

UN Agenda 2030 exposed
Rosa Koire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PrY7nFbwAY&list=PLVvf_cChoCZZHcydZmXvfELfz_BFEAyk&index=2&t=0s

India Parliament Inquiry
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/55764e9c0/6zkcq9ny-wu4fk5e7-aszvs5m5-fu8chfcs

Published Article on Polio/India

International Journal Article
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/c6d8ba270/uzwjdwex-zrb3a6tu-yhss5nkr-7evd7a6i

POPULATION MANAGEMENT

The Kissinger Report
https://ln2.sync.com/dl/f023384a0/q99atsze-ub9amgzw-fhdyswx8-cpvyqi3y
http://zombietime.com/john_holdren/

OUTRO
Presenting Characteristics, Comorbidities, and Outcomes Among 5700 Patients Hospitalized With COVID-19 in the New York City Area

Statistical proof that mechanical ventilators killed critical COVID-19 patients.

“for patients requiring mechanical ventilation (n = 1151, 20.2%), 38 (3.3%) were discharged alive, 282 (24.5%) died, and 831 (72.2%) remained in hospital. Mortality rates for those who received mechanical ventilation in the 18-to-65 and older-than-65 age groups were 76.4% and 97.2%, respectively. Mortality rates for those in the 18-to-65 and older-than-65 age groups who did not receive mechanical ventilation were 1.98% and 26.6%, respectively. There were no deaths in the younger-than-18 age group.”

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2765184
The Key to Defeating COVID-19 Already Exists. We Need to Start Using It

Dr. Harvey Risch, MD, PhD, Professor of Epidemiology at Yale School of Public Health who has authored over 300 peer-reviewed publications and currently holds senior positions on the editorial boards of several leading journals.

“I am fighting for a treatment that the data fully support but which, for reasons having nothing to do with a correct understanding of the science, has been pushed to the sidelines.”


Early Outpatient Treatment of Symptomatic, High-Risk Covid-19 Patients that Should be Ramped-Up Immediately as Key to the Pandemic Crisis

Published in the American Journal of Epidemiology
Dr. Harvey Risch, MD, PhD, Professor of Epidemiology at Yale School of Public Health, and published in affiliation with the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

When examining data on efficacy, Dr. Risch notes that the French studies were routinely disparaged as not being randomized, controlled and double-blinded.
(Although that is the gold standard in research, it is of course impossible in the beginning stages of investigating a new disease.)
However, Dr. Risch notes that the results were so stunning as to far outweigh that issue.

“The first study of HCQ + AZM showed a 50x benefit vs. standard of care.
This is such an enormous difference that it cannot be ignored despite lack of randomization.”


COVID-19 Outpatients – Early Risk-Stratified Treatment with Zinc Plus Low Dose Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin: A Retrospective Case Series Study
Conclusions: Risk stratification-based treatment of COVID-19 outpatients as early as possible after symptom onset with the used triple therapy, including the combination of zinc with low dose hydroxychloroquine, was associated with significantly less hospitalizations and 5 times less all-cause deaths

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/342710742_COVID-19_Outpatients_-_Early_Risk-Stratified_Treatment_with_Zinc_Plus_Low_Dose_Hydroxychloroquine_and_Azithromycin_A_Retrospective_Case_Series_Study

Outcomes of 3,737 COVID-19 patients treated with hydroxychloroquine/azithromycin and other regimens in Marseille, France: A retrospective analysis

“results suggest that early diagnosis, early isolation and early treatment of COVID-19 patients, with at least 3 days of HCQ-AZ lead to a significantly better clinical outcome and a faster viral load reduction than other treatments.”


Effectiveness of Hydroxychloroquine in COVID-19 disease: A done and dusted situation?

“the use of hydroxycholoroquine + azithromycin was associated with a 66% reduction in risk of death as compared to controls. Our results are remarkably similar to those shown by Arshad et al.”

https://www.ijidonline.com/article/S1201-9712(20)30600-7/fulltext

Published in the International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents

“our survey shows that hydroxychloroquine treatment is significantly associated with viral load reduction/disappearance in COVID-19 patients and its effect is reinforced by azithromycin.”

Risk Factors for Mortality in Patients with COVID-19 in New York City

Journal of General Internal Medicine

In this retrospective study of over 6000 ambulatory and hospitalized patients with COVID-19 in the New York City metropolitan area, age, male sex, tachypnea, low systolic blood pressure, low peripheral oxygen saturation, impaired renal function, elevated IL-6, elevated D-dimer, and elevated troponin were found to be risk factors for mortality.

Hydroxychloroquine use was associated with decreased mortality.

Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as available weapons to fight COVID-19
International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents

Remdesivir and chloroquine effectively inhibit the recently emerged novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in vitro
Published in Cell Research

Massive International Study Shows Countries with Early HCQ Use Had 79% Lower Mortality Rate

Hydroxychloroquine Rated ‘Most Effective Therapy’ By Doctors For Coronavirus: Global
Survey.

Hydroxychloroquine has been deemed the most highly rated treatment for the novel coronavirus in a poll of 6,227 physicians in 30 countries. Azithromycin came in as the second-most effective therapy followed by “nothing.”

Sermo released a statement on the poll with other findings, including:

- The three most commonly prescribed treatments amongst COVID-19 treaters are 56% analgesics, 41% Azithromycin, and 33% Hydroxychloroquine
- Hydroxychloroquine usage amongst COVID-19 treaters is 72% in Spain, 49% in Italy, 41% in Brazil, 39% in Mexico, 28% in France, 23% in the U.S., 17% in Germany, 16% in Canada, 13% in the UK and 7% in Japan
- Hydroxychloroquine was overall chosen as the most effective therapy amongst COVID-19 treaters from a list of 15 options (37% of COVID-19 treaters)
- 75% in Spain, 53% Italy, 44% in China, 43% in Brazil, 29% in France, 23% in the U.S. and 13% in the U.K.


Preliminary evidence from a multicenter prospective observational study of the safety and efficacy of chloroquine for the treatment of COVID-19

“No serious adverse events were observed in the chloroquine group. Patients treated with half dose experienced lower rate of adverse events than with full dose.”

“This study provides evidence for safety and efficacy of chloroquine in COVID-19 and suggests that chloroquine can be a cost-effective therapy for combating the COVID-19 pandemic.”

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.26.20081059v1

Published in National Science Review:

Link for the PDF

One of the most recognized experts in the study of communicable diseases worldwide is Dr. Didier Raoult who is hopeful about HCQ and speaks out about the positive studies:
https://twitter.com/raoult_didier/status/1257677389871697927
and fake politicized science:
https://twitter.com/raoult_didier/status/1252888769054814214

The Chinese study referred to by Dr. Raoult claimed the following:
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE: Hydroxychloroquine treatment is significantly associated with a decreased mortality in critically ill patients with COVID-19 through attenuation of inflammatory cytokine storm. Therefore, hydroxychloroquine should be prescribed for treatment of critically ill COVID-19 patients to save lives.

Hydroxychloroquine application is associated with a decreased mortality in critically ill patients with COVID-19

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.27.20073379v1

PDF: https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.27.20073379v1.full.pdf

The Spanish study concluded the following:
Conclusions: in a cohort of 166 patients from 18 to 85 years hospitalised with COVID-19, hydroxychloroquine treatment with 800mg added loading dose increased survival when patients were admitted in early stages of the disease. There was a non-statistically significant trend towards survival in all groups, which will have to be clarified in subsequent studies.

Early Hydroxychloroquine Is Associated with an Increase of Survival in COVID-19 Patients: An Observational Study

https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202005.0057/v2

The Esteemed Yale Professor David Katz Weighs in on Hydroxychloroquine

Pre exposure Hydroxychloroquine use is associated with reduced COVID19 risk in healthcare workers - a Retrospective cohort

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that voluntary HCQ consumption as pre-exposure prophylaxis by HCWs is associated with a statistically significant reduction in risk of SARS-CoV-2.
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.09.20116806v2
White Paper on Hydroxychloroquine
Dr. Simone Gold, MD, JD
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-gsn_Ye2EYDDkV_79Ag1tgUqZLNCSmSt/-view

• February 19, 2020 China: “The drug [chloroquine] is recommended to be included in the next version of the Guidelines for the Prevention, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Pneumonia Caused by COVID-19 issued by the National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China for the treatment of COVID-10 infection in larger populations in the future.”

https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/bst/14/1/14_2020.01047/_article

• March 4, 2020: France: “The first results obtained from more than 100 patients show the superiority of chloroquine compared with treatment of the control group in terms of reduction of exacerbation of pneumonia, duration of symptoms and delay of viral clearance all in the absence of severe side Effects.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7135139/

• March 20, 2020: New York: 1450 patients. 1045 mild and not requiring meds (all recovered), 405 treated with HCQ + AZM + Zinc of which six were hospitalized and two died.


• March 22, 2020: India: The country of India recommends HCQ prophylaxis broadly.

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/AdvisoryontheuseofHydroxychloroquinasprophylaxisforSARSCoV2infection.pdf

• March 22, 2020: China: “Among patients with Covid-19, HCQ could significantly shorten time to complete recovery and promote the absorption of pneumonia.”
Efficacy of hydroxychloroquine in patients with COVID-19: results of a randomized clinical trial
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.22.20040758v3

• April 11, 2020: France: All patients [treated with HCQ + AZM] improved clinically except [two]... A rapid fall of nasopharyngeal viral load was noted. ... Patients were able to be rapidly discharged from IDU [Infectious Disease Unit]...


• April 13, 2020: NY: 54 long-term care/nursing home patients received HCQ+ Doxycycline and only 5.6% died. (this population can have >50% mortality)


• April 17, 2020: Brazil: Of 636 symptomatic high-risk outpatients, only 1.9% of those treated needed hospitalization vs., 5.4% of the untreated.


• April 21, 2020: 16 countries: “The difference in dynamics of daily deaths is so striking that we believe that the urgency context commands presenting the analysis ...”

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.18.20063875v2

• April 24, 2020: Iran: Hydroxychloroquine ...can be potential treatment Options.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341197843_COVID-19_in_Iran_a_comprehensive_investigation_from_exposure_to_treatment_outcomes
• April 30, 2020: Saudi Arabia: “Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine have antiviral characteristics in vitro. The findings support the hypotheses that these drugs have efficacy in the treatment of Covid-19.”


• May 15, 2020: China: We found that fatalities are 18.8% in the HCQ group, significantly lower than 47.4% in the non-HCQ group. These data demonstrate that addition of HCQ on top of the basic treatments is highly effective in reducing the fatality of critically ill patients of Covid-19 through attenuation of inflammatory cytokine storm. Therefore, HCQ should be prescribed as a part of treatment for critically ill Covid-19 patients, with possible outcome of saving lives.


• May 16, 2020: France: 1061 Covid-positive patients treated with HCQ+AZM “no cardiac toxicity was observed” and “good clinical outcome and virological cure were seen in 92%.


• June 6, 2020: France: “In conclusion, a meta-analysis of publicly available clinical reports demonstrates that chloroquine ... reduces mortality by a factor 3 in patients infected with Covid-19.”


• June 20, 2020: India: “Consumption of four or more maintenance doses of HCQ was associated with a significant decline in the odds of getting infected. A dose-response relationship existed between frequency of exposure to HCQ and such reductions. This study provides actionable information for policymakers to protect healthcare workers at the forefront of Covid-19 response.”

http://www.ijmr.org.in/article.asp?issn=0971-5916;year=2020;volume=151;issue=5;spage=459;e page=467;aulast=Chatterjee
• June 29, 2020: Portugal: The odds ratio of [Covid-19] infection in patient with chronic treatment with HCQ is half.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.26.20056507v1

• June 29, 2020: Detroit: Treatment with hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, and combination in patients hospitalized with COVID-19

“In this multi-hospital assessment, when controlling for Covid-19 risk factors, treatment with HCQ alone and in combination with AZM was associated with reduction in Covid-19 Mortality.”

“Hydroxychloroquine provided a 66% hazard ratio reduction, and hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin 71% compared to neither treatment
https://www.ijidonline.com/article/S1201-9712(20)30534-8/fulltext
https://www.ijidonline.com/action/showPdf?pii=S1201-9712%2820%2930534-8

• June 30, 2020: NYC: 6493 patients who had laboratory confirmed Covid-19 with clinical outcomes between March 13-April 17, 2020 who were seen in 8 hospitals and 400 clinics in the NYC metropolitan area.
“Hydroxychloroquine use was associated with decreased mortality.”


Hospitalized: treated 2.8% vs. untreated 15.4%
Death: treated 0.7% vs. untreated 3.5%
No cardiac side effects
5x less all-cause deaths

https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202007.0025/v1
Masks

Gavin Newsomes $1B mask deal with CHINA:

Healthy people should not wear face masks:
Dr. Jim Meehan, MD

“One of the features that make SARS CoV-2 uniquely infectious is the "furin cleavage" sequence in the virus that activates increased ACE2 receptor attack and cellular invasion in low oxygen environments.”

“The furin cleavage site of SARS CoV-2 increases cellular invasion, especially during hypoxia (low blood oxygen levels)”

“The furin cleavage site found in SARS CoV-2 is the likely result of the bio-engineering “gain of function” (increasing the virulence of a pathogen) research conducted at the Wuhan Institute of Virology. This unethical, dangerous, and illegal-in-most-countries research is alleged to have been funded by Dr. Anthony Fauci (with $7.4 million taxpayer dollars) and Bill Gates.”

“Furin is an ubiquitous protease in humans. It is found in a wide variety of tissues in the human body: heart, brain, kidney, etc. It is expressed in significant concentrations in human lung cells, the common target of SARS CoV-2. When the virus encounters a lung cell expressing (both an ACE2 receptor and furin), the furin cleaves the furin cleavage site on SARS CoV-2, activates the virus' surface S (spike) protein, and enables the virus to more effectively bind the ACE2 receptors and more efficiently invade the cell.\[R\]"
“Face masks decrease blood oxygen levels. SARS CoV-2’s ability to invade and infect our cells is greatly enhanced under conditions of low oxygen.”

“Therefore, wearing a medical mask may increase the severity of CoVID-19.”

“SARS-CoV, which is closely related to the newest SARS-CoV-2 strain, does not bear the furin cleavage site. So how did SARS CoV-2 gain the furin cleavage function?”

“The question we should all be asking is how did the genetic sequence that codes for this serious gain of function that increases the potential for the virus to successfully infiltrate the host find its way into SARS-CoV-2?”

https://www.meehanmd.com/blog/2020-06-12-healthy-people-should-not-wear-face-masks/

Hypoxia-enhanced Expression of the Proprotein Convertase Furin Is Mediated by Hypoxia-inducible Factor-1
https://www.jbc.org/content/280/8/6561.full.pdf+html

A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare workers

An important study using science to evaluate cloth mask use to prevent infection was conducted in March 2011. It is a large, prospective, randomized clinical trial; and the first randomized clinical trial ever conducted of cloth masks.

The international team of researchers concluded:

“This study is the first RCT of cloth masks, and the results caution against the use of cloth masks. This is an important finding to inform occupational health and safety. Moisture retention, reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection. Further research is needed to inform the widespread use of cloth masks globally. However, as a precautionary measure, cloth masks should not be recommended for HCWs, particularly in high-risk situations, and guidelines need to be updated.”

https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577

Science Says Healthy People Should NOT Wear Masks
Researchers from University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health reviewed the scientific literature. While not an exhaustive review of masks and respirators as source control and personal protection equipment (PPE), this review was made in an effort to locate and review the most relevant studies of laboratory and real-world performance to inform our recommendations. The review, which has 52 citations, concludes:

We do not recommend requiring the general public who do not have symptoms of COVID-19-like illness to routinely wear cloth or surgical masks because:

- There is no scientific evidence they are effective in reducing the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission
- Their use may result in those wearing the masks to relax other distancing efforts because they have a sense of protection
- We need to preserve the supply of surgical masks for at-risk healthcare workers.

https://principia-scientific.com/science-says-healthy-people-should-not-wear-masks/

**Masks-for-all for COVID-19 not based on sound data**

By Dr. Brosseau, a national expert on respiratory protection and infectious diseases.

“Sweeping mask recommendations—as many have proposed—will not reduce SARS-CoV-2 transmission, as evidenced by the widespread practice of wearing such masks in Hubei province, China, before and during its mass COVID-19 transmission experience earlier this year. Our review of relevant studies indicates that cloth masks will be ineffective at preventing SARS-CoV-2 transmission, whether worn as source control or as PPE.”


**Cloth Masks Are Useless Against COVID-19**

The idea that cloth masks will protect anybody from contracting COVID-19 is magical thinking, Lisa Brousseau, ScD, expert on infectious diseases, Professor (retired), University of Illinois at Chicago, tells Infection Control Today.

"What we’re seeing is a lot of magical thinking. A lot of wishful thinking. Cloth masks are wishful thinking."
WHO stands by recommendation to not wear masks if you are not sick or not caring for someone who is sick.

“There is no specific evidence to suggest that the wearing of masks by the mass population has any potential benefit,” Dr. Mike Ryan, an epidemiologist who specializes in infectious diseases and public health and who is the executive director of the WHO health emergencies program, said at a media briefing. “In fact, there’s some evidence to suggest the opposite in the misuse of wearing a mask properly or fitting it properly.”

"If you do not have any respiratory symptoms such as fever, cough or runny nose, you do not need to wear a mask," Dr. April Baller, a public health specialist for the WHO, says in a video on the world health body's website posted in March. "Masks should only be used by health care workers, caretakers or by people who are sick with symptoms of fever and cough."

The surgeon general wants Americans to stop buying face masks:

Surgeon General Doubles Down: Masks Increase Virus Risk

The use of masks and respirators to prevent transmission of influenza: a systematic review of the scientific evidence

Renowned neurosurgeon, Russell Blaylock, MD had this to say about the science of masks:
As for the scientific support for the use of face masks, a recent careful examination of the literature, in which 17 of the best studies were analyzed, concluded that,

“None of the studies established a conclusive relationship between mask/respirator use and protection against influenza infection.”[R]

Keep in mind, no studies have been done to demonstrate that either a cloth mask or the N95 mask has any effect on transmission of the COVID-19 virus. Any recommendations, therefore, have to be based on studies of influenza virus transmission. The fact is, there is no conclusive evidence of their efficiency in controlling flu virus transmission.

- Russell Blaylock, MD


Blaylock: Face Masks Pose Serious Risks To The Healthy
By Russell Blaylock, MD

“not only do face masks fail to protect the healthy from getting sick, but they also create serious health risks to the wearer. The bottom line is that if you are not sick, you should not wear a face mask.”

“By wearing a mask, the exhaled viruses will not be able to escape and will concentrate in the nasal passages, enter the olfactory nerves and travel into the brain.” - Russell Blaylock, MD

https://www.technocracy.news/blaylock-face-masks-pose-serious-risks-to-the-healthy/?fbclid=IwAR1ukQjaRQ1kjdKDMjvPFqo5UgtR9W650QUGvEmtpyJsBIkn4ylFONDZlFk

https://masksickness.ca/articles/2020/06/11/face-masks-pose-serious-risks-to-the-healthy

Clinical research shows that medical masks lower blood oxygen levels[R] and raise carbon dioxide blood levels.[R] The deviations in oxygen and carbon dioxide are enough to cause even healthy individuals to become symptomatic, as occurred with the surgeons studied and published in this report:


Carbon dioxide re-breathing with close fitting face respirator mask: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1365-2044.2006.04767.x
Two Chinese boys drop dead during PE lessons while wearing face masks amid concerns over students’ fitness following three months of school closure
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1187434.shtml

Jogger’s lung collapses after he ran for 2.5 miles while wearing a face mask
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8311179/Joggers-lung-collapses-ran-2-5-miles-wearing-face-mask.html?ito=facebook_share_article-facebook_preferred-top&fbclid=IwAR0kieVZJ9qUeNir6ELHbdys4KoOJqfk6Wsz-RknRDXWrQZCpBRr--br2A0

The surgical mask is a bad fit for risk reduction

“I propose that the surgical mask is a symbol that protects from the perception of risk by offering nonprotection to the public while causing behaviours that project risk into the future.”

Published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4868614/?fbclid=IwAR1CSweptW900DIfEWJerijzELk2OI1_raYHV9QZHUwX9WrLKejqnipGWw

The US National Academy of Sciences declared that, in the community setting, “face masks are not designed or certified to protect the wearer from exposure to respiratory hazards.”

https://books.google.com/books?id=en&lr=&id=5hz2R0wjYUC&oi=fnd&pg=PR1&ots=3G1WUg0Dre&sig=gJYID-E_0ZHABQR7yg-xzKLZkOE#v=onepage&q=false

In the 1919 influenza pandemic, masks were available and were dispensed to populations, but they had no impact on the epidemic curve.

Facemasks and hand hygiene to prevent influenza transmission in households: a cluster randomized trial

“Hand hygiene with or without facemasks seemed to reduce influenza transmission, but the differences compared with the control group were not significant.”

“We know that wearing a mask outside health care facilities offers little, if any, protection from infection. Public health authorities define a significant exposure to Covid-19 as face-to-face contact within 6 feet with a patient with symptomatic Covid-19 that is sustained for at least a few minutes (and some say more than 10 minutes or even 30 minutes). The chance of catching Covid-19 from a passing interaction in a public space is therefore minimal. In many cases, the desire for widespread masking is a reflexive reaction to anxiety over the pandemic.”

Published in the New England Journal of Medicine:


Masks Don't Work: A Review of Science Relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy

“There have been extensive randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies, and meta-analysis reviews of RCT studies, which all show that masks and respirators do not work to prevent respiratory influenza-like illnesses, or respiratory illnesses believed to be transmitted by droplets and aerosol particles”

“It would be a paradox if masks and respirators worked, given what we know about viral respiratory diseases: The main transmission path is long-residence-time aerosol particles (< 2.5 μm), which are too fine to be blocked, and the minimum-infective dose is smaller than one aerosol particle.”

https://www.rcreader.com/commentary/masks-dont-work-covid-a-review-of-science-relevant-to-covide-19-social-policy?fbclid=IwAR0wU7hoadU9ge411fZrlsHNKUZm3f_Ppfaq4efTDBtVXZh0Fr8kUrzC4U

Use of surgical face masks to reduce the incidence of the common cold among health care workers in Japan: A randomized controlled trial
Published in the American Journal of Infection Control.

“N95-masked health-care workers (HCW) were significantly more likely to experience headaches. Face mask use in HCW was not demonstrated to provide benefit in terms of cold symptoms or getting colds.”
Face masks to prevent transmission of influenza virus: A systematic review
Published in Epidemiology and Infection

“None of the studies reviewed showed a benefit from wearing a mask, in either HCW or community members in households (H). See summary Tables 1 and 2 therein.”

The use of masks and respirators to prevent transmission of influenza: a systematic review of the scientific evidence
Published in Influenza and Other Respiratory Viruses

“There were 17 eligible studies. … None of the studies established a conclusive relationship between mask/respirator use and protection against influenza infection.”

N95 Respirators vs Medical Masks for Preventing Influenza Among Health Care Personnel: A Randomized Clinical Trial

“Conclusions and relevance: Among outpatient health care personnel, N95 respirators vs medical masks as worn by participants in this trial resulted in no significant difference in the incidence of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”

Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks in protecting health care workers from acute respiratory infection: a systematic review and meta-analysis

“We identified six clinical studies ... . In the meta-analysis of the clinical studies, we found no significant difference between N95 respirators and surgical masks in associated risk of (a) laboratory-confirmed respiratory infection, (b) influenza-like illness, or (c) reported work-place absenteeism.”

Published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal:
Effectiveness of Masks and Respirators Against Respiratory Infections in Healthcare Workers: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis

“Self-reported assessment of clinical outcomes was prone to bias. Evidence of a protective effect of masks or respirators against verified respiratory infection (VRI) was not statistically significant”

Published in Clinical Infectious Diseases
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/65/11/1934/4068747

N95 Respirators vs Medical Masks for Preventing Influenza Among Health Care Personnel: A Randomized Clinical Trial

“Among outpatient health care personnel, N95 respirators vs medical masks as worn by participants in this trial resulted in no significant difference in the incidence of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”

Published in the Journal of the American Medical Association
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2749214

Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks against influenza: A systematic review and meta-analysis

“The use of N95 respirators compared with surgical masks is not associated with a lower risk of laboratory-confirmed influenza.”


A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare workers

“Conclusions: This study is the first RCT of cloth masks, and the results caution against the use of cloth masks. This is an important finding to inform occupational health and safety. Moisture retention, reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection.”
As a precautionary measure, cloth masks should not be recommended for HCWs, particularly in high-risk situations, and guidelines need to be updated.”

https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577.full?fbclid=IwAR2lhQ8sPJmYXWXioa61F23ZgMyCvec8nbE2exSPf0UJUeAMdkMhSDbodI

“The widespread use of cloth masks by healthcare workers may actually put them at increased risk of respiratory illness and viral infections and their global use should be discouraged, according to a UNSW study.”

“The penetration of cloth masks by particles was almost 97% compared to medical masks with 44%”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/04/150422121724.htm

Facemasks and similar barriers to prevent respiratory illness such as COVID-19: A rapid systematic review

This paper is a review of 31 studies, of which 12 were randomised controlled trials.

“The evidence is not sufficiently strong to support widespread use of facemasks as a protective measure against COVID-19.”

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.01.20049528v1?ijkey=bd06dc822369874df8e0df6eb76a702934c37f&keytype2=tf_ipsecsha

Respiratory virus shedding in exhaled breath and efficacy of face masks
“Our findings indicate that surgical masks can efficaciously reduce the emission of influenza virus particles into the environment in respiratory droplets, but not in aerosols”

“Among the samples collected without a face mask, we found that the majority of participants with influenza virus and coronavirus infection did not shed detectable virus in respiratory droplets or aerosols”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0843-2?fbclid=IwAR0hJ_xy4VuGmb6NKVXY0viYNBnefH27rdxy5kn1y6e7KnbyqpusK7YFsY

The Physiological Impact of N95 Masks on Medical Staff
“Wearing N95 masks results in hypooxygenemia and hypercapnia which reduce working efficiency and the ability to make correct decision. Dizziness, headache, and short of breath are commonly experienced by the medical staff wearing N95 masks. The ability to make correct decision may be hampered, too.”

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00173017

The physiological impact of wearing an N95 mask during hemodialysis as a precaution against SARS in patients with end-stage renal disease

“Seventy percent of the patients showed a reduction in partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2), and 19% developed various degrees of hypoxemia. Wearing an N95 mask significantly reduced the PaO2 level, increased the respiratory rate, and increased the occurrence of chest discomfort and respiratory distress.”

“Conclusion: Wearing an N95 mask for 4 hours during HD significantly reduced PaO2 and increased respiratory adverse effects in ESRD patients.”


What the Research Shows About Masks by Pamela Popper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQo7bV2hzBY&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR32ekm3h5tyt4_WGE3N_dOWpcyEIISKZUp--NGuhxrgPn6a2z3lbZ06iX4

Demonstrating the Ineffectiveness of Masks in Surgery
Clinical evidence and supplementary data.
https://themodelhealthshow.com/maskfacts

Masks: Have You Been Captured by This Psyop?
https://kellybroganmd.com/masks-have-you-been-captured-by-this-psyop/

Is the Coronavirus Scare a Psychological Operation?
https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/06/is-the-coronavirus-scare-a-psychological-operation/

ACT NOW: Mandatory Masks Endanger Your Health and Your Liberties. Tell Your State and Local Officials To Make Mask-Wearing Voluntary.
https://standforhealthfreedom.com/action/act-now-mandatory-masks-endanger-your-health/

Breaking Mask Rule A Crime In Michigan Under New Whitmer Executive Order
Witmer's Executive Order: 

TEXAS: You should consider wearing a mask even when you're in your own home
https://news4sanantonio.com/news/local/tdem-you-should-consider-wearing-a-mask-even-when-youre-in-your-own-home?fbclid=IwAR1BCjqmdVZn0DdwrP3TDJdyblJG1Z7fvZeluA7KWB9o4XF3tIP8QYad0RY

Why Face Masks Don’t Work: A Revealing Review
Yesterday’s Scientific Dogma is Today’s Discarded Fable
“This review has established that face masks are incapable of providing such a level of protection (from airborne pathogens)”

Masks Don't Work: A Review of Science Relevant to COVID-19 Social Policy


https://evidencenotfear.com/tag/d-g-rancourt-phd/

Face masks, lies, damn lies, and public health officials: "A growing body of evidence"
By D. G. Rancourt, PHD

Learn More About the REAL Mask Sickness
https://masksickness.ca/learn-about-my-sickness

Face Masks Harming Children and Killing People – But California Governor Dictates Everyone to Wear Them
https://masksickness.ca/articles/2020/06/18/face-masks-harming-children-and-killing-people

Face masks are not effective against COVID-19: How masks are being used to control the population.

https://masksickness.ca/

https://questioningcovid.com/

TREATMENTS & IMMUNITY BOOSTING

Portuguese technology kills more than 99% of Covid in the air in 1 minute
https://www.heraldnews.com/news/20200728/portuguese-technology-kills-more-than-99-of-covid-in-air-in-1-minute?fbclid=IwAR1duOCenNEe6nGFxwTCFaHVqmpjl5g7K7Bka-0eJihwEJotWQIn51p0c5A
The Rockefeller Foundation “Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development” Lockstep is on page 18.

id2020
https://id2020.org/

Agenda 21
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/Agenda21.pdf

Transforming Our World, The 2030 Agenda

LOCK STEP: The Rockefeller Foundation’s 2010 Plan To Enslave the World Using Future ‘Plandemic’

“Lockstep” Written 10 years ago chronicles how to bring the world down with a pandemic | This report was produced by The Rockefeller Foundation

Century of Enslavement: The History of The Federal Reserve
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51JeemTQ7Vk
https://www.corbettreport.com/federalreserve/
EFFECTS OF LOCKDOWN

COVID19: A Controlled Study

“We can see that COVID19 deaths, as a percentage of total deaths, are over 3 times higher, on average, in locked down states than in free states (table 1).”

“Lockdowns failed to reduce deaths in the US”

Conclusion:
The proportion of COVID19 deaths to all deaths is lower on average in the states without lockdown, the control group, than in the states with lockdown, the experimental group. This held true also in states with the same population density. Also, the percent of expected deaths, for the COVID19 period compared to previous years of the same season, from all causes, is as of this time lower in the free states than in the lockdown states after about two months of lockdown. Quarantine of an entire state population, for disease control purpose, is an experiment without historical precedent. The stated goal of quarantine of the well population was purportedly to reduce mortality from COVID19. CDC data proved the experiment failed. Both COVID19 death rates were lower, and overall deaths were lower than expected in the free states than in neighboring lockdown states. Further damage from society-wide quarantine, commonly known as martial law, is economic devastation from loss of employment and loss of small and medium-sized businesses. The collateral damage of suicides, alcoholism and other substance abuse, anxiety and depression from this debacle are not yet measured, nor yet measurable in full. Therefore, having failed in its stated goal, and having caused widespread violations of civil liberties and human rights, as well as economic and social havoc and widespread suffering, universal quarantine against infectious disease should not ever be repeated.

https://colleenhuber.com/covid19-a-controlled-study/?fbclid=IwAR3XrTDUVz_qVjHbBk3A2DFKp4mF1XFnQuA_FP9hWbQaFJ0OL1G3lqOEjas

https://www.facebook.com/docmeehan/posts/10222466355545022

Fauci Flips On Lockdown: Staying Home Too Long Could Cause ‘Irreparable Damage’
“We can’t stay locked down for such a considerable period of time that you might do irreparable damage and have unintended consequences, including consequences for health”

“We are enthusiastic about reopening. I think we can do it in pace that would be reasonable and would get us back as a society from a morale standpoint as well as the economy.”
~Dr Fauchi on May 22, 2020
https://dailycaller.com/2020/05/22/fauci-flips-lockdown-coronavirus-irreparable-damage/?fbclid=IwAR3eB-s7dXKBY2RaN3cAzazE2Z9VaZzESVhqCHwCbflyWkP.Ct7_INTaQMI

All-cause mortality during COVID-19: No plague and a likely signature of mass homicide by government response

“I postulate that the “COVID peak” represents an accelerated mass homicide of immune-vulnerable individuals, and individuals made more immune-vulnerable, by government and institutional actions, rather than being an epidemiological signature of a novel virus, irrespective of the degree to which the virus is novel from the perspective of viral speciation. Finally, my interpretation of the “COVID peak” as being a signature of mass homicide by government response is supported by several institutional documents, media reports, and scientific articles, such as the following examples.”


SARS Control and Psychological Effects of Quarantine, Toronto, Canada

Our results show that a substantial proportion of quarantined persons are distressed, as evidenced by the proportion that display symptoms of PTSD and depression as measured by validated scales.

Our data show that quarantine can result in considerable psychological distress in the forms of PTSD and depressive symptoms. Public health officials, infectious diseases physicians, and psychiatrists and psychologists need to be made aware of this issue. They must work to define the factors that influence the success of quarantine and infection control practices for both disease containment and community recovery and must be prepared to offer additional support to persons who are at increased risk for the adverse psychological and social consequences of quarantine.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3323345/
States That Reopened Do Not Have More COVID-19 Infections Than Ones That Stayed Closed
Governors who started opening up sooner haven't seen dramatic increases in deaths.

“According to the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation report from May 12, the rates of infection would dramatically spike from hundreds of new cases a day up into the thousands by June and well into August of this year. New IHME predictions fall dramatically short of prior predictions.”


Where Does Governor Brian Kemp Go For an Apology?
The IHME model has revised down significantly the expected cases in Georgia and Democrats and the press are moving goal posts.

https://ewerickson.substack.com/p/where-does-brian-kemp-go-for-an-apology?fbclid=IwAR04O9KM4DJ8p98YglbS9zl-SZtBXhelpSE-6eb8q2sQFmnzoqcHFp9N8

Lockdown has killed 21,000 people (in the UK), data suggests
Restrictions have had 'significant unintended consequences' such as lack of access to critical healthcare and drop in A&E attendances.
Almost 2,700 people a week have died in the UK because of the effects of the coronavirus lockdown.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/07/29/lockdown-has-killed-21000-people-say-experts/

Mental health effects of COVID-19 revealed in new study
New research has demonstrated that the pandemic has led to a significant increase in the number of mental health issues affecting people in the United Kingdom.
MISC:


New York Undercover Nurse Confirms COVID-19 Criminal Hoax

Shock Testimony of Professor Raoult at French National Assembly

Turkey’s COVID-19 Early Hydroxychloroquine Treatment Strategy

These are the COVID-19 vaccine prospects that have made it to phase three trials and beyond.

Coronavirus Bioweapon – How China Stole Coronavirus From Canada And Weaponized It
https://greatgameindia.com/coronavirus-bioweapon/

Visualizing The Secret History Of Coronavirus Bioweapon
Dr. Francis Boyle Creator Of BioWeapons Act Says Coronavirus Is Biological Warfare Weapon

In an explosive interview Dr. Francis Boyle, who drafted the Biological Weapons Act has given a detailed statement admitting that the 2019 Wuhan Coronavirus is an offensive Biological Warfare Weapon and that the World Health Organization (WHO) already knows about it.


EVIDENCE: They Are Terrorizing The Nation With Skewed COVID-19 Death Tolls

NWO Plans Exposed By Insider In 1969
https://rense.com/general94/nwoplans.htm

The Way Through - Navigating the Path of Awakening Through Times of Transition
A 3 Hour Presentation On The Path of Navigating The Truth of COVID, Conspiracy Agenda’s, The Potential Timelines, Our True History and How Do We Navigate Our Path of Awakening In These Times.

https://www.ayp.life/the-way-through-navigating-the-path-of-awakening-through-times-of-transition/?fbclid=IwAR0hrbcJFf93Zen0LjlPhlQ2SMvdVLED0hAr56csGKayLP7OeZ6oPgTGxTY

The First Documentary Movie on Tracking Down the Origin of CCP Virus(Coronavirus)
Epoch Times
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMJ0EmMfb3U&list=PLVvfc905CZb2Vn0X2lb02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=6&t=7s

Fauci’s NIAID Gave $3.7 Million To Wuhan Lab To Study Coronavirus in Bats?
Ben Swann:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7wkMmMiacY

COVID19, The Great Reset & The New Normal
Engineering Contagion: Amerithrax (3 part series)
All Roads Lead To Dark Winter
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/all-roads-lead-dark-winter/
A Killer Enterprise: How One Of Big Pharma’s Most Corrupt Companies Plans To Corner The Covid-19 Cure Market
Head Of The Hydra: The Rise Of Robert Kadlec
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/head-hydra-rise-robert-kadlec/

Sweden Debunks the Covid Hysteria: No Lockdown, No Masks, No Vaccine

https://www.globalresearch.ca/global-reset-unplugged/5716178

I Found The Source of the Coronavirus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpQFCcSI0pU&list=PLVvf_cChoCZb2Vn0X2ib02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=14&t=12s

Perspectives on the Pandemic | Dr John Ioannidis of Stanford University | Episode 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6MZy-2fcBw&list=PLVvf_cChoCZb2Vn0X2ib02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=10

Perspectives on the Pandemic | The (Undercover) Epicenter Nurse | Episode Nine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIDsKdeFOmQ&list=PLVvf_cChoCZb2Vn0X2ib02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=29

St Louis Doctor has had enough
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shBlwyrBii0&list=PLVvf_cChoCZb2Vn0X2ib02_CwGPeNXZCA&index=11

Perspectives on the Pandemic | Dr. John Ioannidis
Dr John P.A. Ioannidis is a professor of medicine and professor of epidemiology and population health, as well as professor by courtesy of biomedical data science at Stanford University School of Medicine, professor by courtesy of statistics at Stanford University School of Humanities and Sciences, and co-director of the Meta-Research Innovation Center at Stanford (METRICS) at Stanford University.
Episode 1: https://youtu.be/d6MZy-2fcBw
Episode 2: https://youtu.be/lGC5sGdz4kq
Episode 3: https://youtu.be/VK0Wtjh3HVA
Episode 4: https://youtu.be/cwPqmLoZA4s
Episode 5: https://youtu.be/k0Q4naYOYDw
Episode 6: https://youtu.be/3f0VRtY9oTs
Episode 7: https://youtu.be/2JbOjtnPpE
Episode 8: https://youtu.be/WlLmt6_w_AM

Published at: https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/latest

Here are the links to the Dr. Ioannidis studies:
COVID-19 Antibody Seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California
Population-level COVID-19 mortality risk for non-elderly individuals overall and for non-elderly individuals without underlying diseases in pandemic epicenters
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.05.20054361v2
What Other Countries Can Learn From Italy During the COVID-19 Pandemic
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2764369

The Global Health Mafia Protection Racket
Amazing Polly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Z5VYqJqrtI
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1Z5VYqJqrtI/

The 7-step Recipe For Creating Vaccine Demand
Amazing Polly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8gw6GLwug

Doctors Break Down COVID Response and the Demonization of HCQ | DOCTORS TELL ALL
Dr. Simone Gold and Dr. Dan Wohlgelernter discuss Corona Virus, the response, the defective data used in studies published by world class publications, and the demonization of Hydroxychloroquine.
Fleccas Talks
COVID Numbers Explained: ER Doctor talks “cases” and calls for schools to be open ASAP
Dr Simone Gold on Fleccas Talks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP2UYpzLof0&list=PLWINInpe-HRT0y2oleXzWuDtVDK04VoLu&index=2

“It would change everything” - ER Doctor calls for HCQ to be over the counter
Dr Simone Gold on Fleccas Talks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gD8R8c6HXNU&list=PLWINInpe-HRT0y2oleXzWuDtVDK04VoLu&index=3